BULLY BRAKES™
Temporary Door Lock Device

Speciﬁcally Designed for Non-Egress, Inward Swinging Doors found in Classrooms, Dorm Rooms, Hotel Rooms and Offices

Universal Design Allows Placement on Left or Right Side Hinges

Shown with Optional Magnetic Storage Clip

SKU: BB14

• Toolless Installation
• Portable
• Cost Effective
• Lifetime Guaranteed

BUYING PRECIOUS TIME
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FEATURES

• RAPID TOOLLESS INSTALLATION
• UNIVERSAL DUAL PORT DESIGN ALLOWS INTEGRATION WITH EITHER A RIGHT OR LEFT SWINGING DOOR
• QUICKEST DUAL LOCKING SYSTEM AVAILABLE ...JUST DROP AND LEAVE
• COMPACT SIZE MAKES IT PORTABLE THEREFORE IDEAL FOR TRAVELERS
• 8000lbs OF FORCE REQUIRED TO BEND
• TAPERED ENTRY POINTS ALLOW FOR ACCURATE, GRAVITY FED PLACEMENT
• CUSTOM THICKNESSES AVAILABLE
• LIFETIME GUARANTEED AND ZERO MAINTENANCE REQUIRED
• ABSOLUTELY NOT INTENDED FOR USE WITH ANY FIRE RELATED INCIDENT

Compact Design Allows for Portability

Store in a Drawer, Book Bag or Purse

Custom Thicknesses Available